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Series 3 series of metal slugs shooting the game. The game with a fairly simple gameplay, like any other series. The player must shoot at the enemy that comes, continuing to move forward. Typically, the player moves from the left side to the right side of the screen before meeting the boss at the end of the stage. It is usually much more
powerful and larger, with more and more lethal weapons and hard to avoid.  In each battle, the player will meet a lot of POWs, namely a skinny beard figure, which when nearby will give you items that are basically special bullets. Bullets are described with letter icons such as H for Handy machine gun, L for laser, S for shotgun and so on.
We can say that their role is very important. Without a beard, we will fight against enemies with many rescue bars such as the boss of the hehee scene. Background story: In the previous series, the ruthless General Morden failed in his coup attempt at world governments. This time he returned to action with the same purpose, but with an
alliance of invading an alien race. Of course, this makes all four of our brave characters in action again, but with a difficult battle because the enemy has the technology of intervening from aliens. Samsung Galaxy Ace3 Jelly Bean Samsung Galaxy J5 Lollipop Xiaomi Redmi 4 Prime Marshmallow REQUIRED: Android OS 2.3.3 And up to 4
characters that can be played by more diverse enemies and new areas are also more diverse apk and obb DOWNLOAD71.1mb disable Adblock!!! So Download Links can appearReable Adblock!!! In order to download links to be visible VIDEO GAMEPLAY Download Extrak his zip file with winrar / zip (kalo not PC, Friends can use
android apps by installing them with the Play Store (play store) or install an apk file with the zgt'gt'gt' zarkiver pro zlt'lt'lt'lt; install the game (just click the APK file in the file manager.) Put the data in the internal / android / obb / here guys / here guys Just the first time to play this game. Size Happy to play the game guys ...... Lately, thanks
for visiting my blog, which is still Cupu it.... Hehe Harry Three Fridays, July 10, 2020 Shooter game that reminds me of the era of PS1 rental. This game is one of the games that I often play. Because we can play with our friends. And again the gameplay feels fun and fun. Yes, instead of playing a coin arcade machine whose life is only
one. Mending play in PS rental until satisfied. Many times die can continue hohoho. What could be a touch with me, please nostalgia brother. List of features: Metal Slug 2 remake! Metal Slug X is an updated version of Metal Slug 2 with new features that are more interesting and exciting! Boss and enemies waiting игрок ди области ян
бербеда далам battle. Thus, игрок ян is already very середивания play Металлический Slug 2 каламбур акан can still enjoy игры инини. Апалаги Денган пенамбахан карта бару. Джатухкан мусухму денган сенджата бару!! Weapons бару, such as железной яịерицы (рудал ян ди control пада Remote), Drop Shoot (ранджау
дарат bouncing) дан Враг Chaser (рудал пенгехар цели), has been available as a weapon бару ди Металл Слизняк Controls that are easier and customizable Function of autofire will allow игрок to simply press and hold the firing button to make the character menem continuously. In addition игрок also дапат changed the position of
the layout configuration to facilitate kenya in the game. Samsung Галактика Ace3 Jelly Bean Samsung Галактика J5 Леденец REQUIRED: Android OS 2.3 И Up Fun Game Can ностальгия, па jamannya аренда PS2 Control ян ди adjust with touch screen по androidgamegratisan.blogspot.com Отключить Adblock!!! Так Скачать
Ссылки могут appearAny Adblock!!! Агар ссылки скачать looks ВИДЕО GAMEPLAY Скачать Extrak файл zip with winrar/zip (kalo no pc, friends can use the андроид app by installing it from &gt;&gt;&gt; playstore &lt;&lt;&lt; or install the apk file with &gt;&gt;&gt; Зарчивер Провер) &lt;&lt;&lt; kuk_ Put данных ди Sdcard / андроид /
Obb / ди синиребята (калау has not ада CREATE folder руководство) Бука дан wait a minute for Распаковка файл. Ханья Саат First Кали plays игры ини. Размер Happy playing the game ребята ...... Ахир ката, терима kasih has visited my блог which is still cupu this.... Hehe металлический слизень X - 4.2 из 5 основанных 24
голосования рек обзор 2D действий выстрел шедевр, Metal Slug X, Android Land! Президент Парк попытался новую попытку переворота Морден!feature список: большой римейк ★ Metal Slug 2! Metal Slug X - это римейк-версия Metal Slug 2 Популярный с множеством новых функций больше удовольствия и волнения!
Даже игроки наслаждаются этой новой и улучшенной картой игры, потому что боссы и другие вражеские персонажи ждут вас в разных точках боя! ★ сбивать врагов с новым оружием! В дополнение к ★ классический Аркадный режим, вы можете взять все миссии, которые вы ранее удалили перед спиной, и играть
индивидуально в режиме Миссия. У вас есть ваш любимый этап в поезде с миссией будет, что вы еще не освоили Be accurate and custom control ★! Autofire lets you hold the shot button and happen continuously. You can also change the position of the external configuration of the game screen area in window mode. All Pixels
can enjoy The Met Slug X with your unique controls!★ participate in intense multiplayer gameplay via Bluetooth!Now you can enjoy this popular game with friends via your device's Bluetooth connection. Brothers in Arms can perform complex missions available before the command!★ compatible with LOOP Score! This app for Android 5.0
warns Android 5.0 that Metal Slug X top players scored the best, Creating the maximum number of enemy achievements to win the best result: Android version required: 2.3 .3 and Android smartphone and high version of the tablet requires storage space: 64MB or more Internet connection required to play NOTAPK ID:
com.dotemu.neogeo.mslugx Final apk update version: 1.1Genre: Operating price: 2.99 NO in the app purchase app and advertising? Try the file according to Download APK (the MOD version of the hacker app) or the Google Play version of one of the instructions without installation. Go to .apk to save and install on your smartphone or
tablet (set apk on the tab if connected to your mobile phone). Appropriate to download data, if any; If you are on a mobile phone, then keep clicking on the .zip file in 1-2 seconds to use the file manager to reach the download folder to find the game cache file and the menu will show up (unzip, then select Extract); Move the folder to:
SDCARD/Android/Data/; Run the app and have fun with Metal Bullet X! Broken links? The old version? Report! Do we want to make custom mods for you? Visit our special forum! (APC) (8.7MB) v1.1 (data) (data) (57.9 MB) (v1.1) (Apk) (Google Play) (paid games) The problem is that the installation is a metal bullet X? Read our tutorial.
MOD APK file installation. Link doesn't work? Looking for the latest or trendy (hacked) version. Metal slug X? Join the Lomography community and we'll help you! METAL SLUG X is a great arcade app for Android, has already been downloaded for 24163 on your favorite Android and Google site It's been downloaded thousands of times! I
like the gameplay. Enjoy at any time, anywhere at home, at school, in the subway or with a smartphone or tablet. To download METAL SLUG X, click on the appropriate download button above this item. If you press the Google Play button, you will be redirected to the official store, the Play Store. METAL SLUG X, another button redirects
you to the destination page to download. Metal slug X directly to your device! After a few minutes, scroll down to view this app, send feedback to METAL SLUG X and share your experiences of what people around the world know. METAL SLUG X If you work well, that's not about it. If you like android arcade apps like us, share your love
by using the social buttons below to let your friends know about us. Hope this Ji-yoo Lee is useful for Metal Bullet X! Read 24163 ERA METAL SLUG X Updated: Thursday, 21 January 2016 12:30 PM
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